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JLMBC Monthly Meeting 
December 10, 2019 

Minutes 
 

Joint Labor/Management Benefits Committee – *William Elarton-Selig, Chair, JLMBC 

MEMBERS 

*James Bradley, SEIU Local 99 

*Ruby J. Newbold, AFT 

Administrator, AFT College Staff 

Guild, Local 1521A 

Otto W. K. Lee, LAHC/President, 

Administrative Representative 

Paul De La Cerda, President, 

LACCD Administrators’ 

Association/Teamsters Local 911 

Ernesto Medrano, LA/OC Building 

& Construction Trades Council 

*Joanne Waddell, President, L.A. 

College Faculty Guild, Local 1521 

*Bruce Hicks, SEIU Local 721 

ALTERNATES 

*Dr. Celena Burkhardt, 

Teamsters Local 911 

*Mercedes Gutierrez, 

Director of HR, Administration 

 

RESOURCES TO THE JLMBC 

Dr. Albert Román 

Leon Marzillier, Retiree 

Laurie Green, Retiree 

*Fern Reisner, Retiree 

*Claudette McClenney, SEIU 

Local 721 

*Leila Menzies, Management 

Association 

Kenneth Taira, Adjunct 

*Katrelia Walker, ESC, Human 

Resources 

*Leo Costantino, Risk Manager 

Valencia Moffet, Director of 

Business Services 

 
VISITORS/SUBSTITUTES—Arthur J. Gallagher & Co. (Marcos Morales, *Mirna 

Medina, *Candace Bo, *Rachel Parker, Megan Stavros), Isabel Alejandro (IT), 
SEIU (Shawn Tramel, Mary Vanginkle), *Joseph Cartwright, *Steven Butcher 

 
*Indicates “Present” 

 
The Benefits Committee meeting convened at 9:38 a.m. 

Location: Educational Services Center—6th Floor Conference Room,  

770 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90017 
 

The meeting was called to order by Bill Elarton, Chair. 
 

Approval of Agenda 
 
Agenda is approved.  

 

Convened to Regular JLMBC Meeting 

 

Approval of Minutes 

Minutes are approved. 
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Discussion/Follow-Up Reports 

A. Spring Newsletters Drafts 

Rachel begins by highlighting certain sections the need to be reviewed for 
accuracy including the cover note, worker’s compensation in retirees, where 

to turn in the worker’s compensation forms, long term care note from 
CalPERS, OptumRx note, combination plans and HRA notes.  

Bill says he has received a lot of calls from retirees lately regarding the HRA 
and understanding what they can use their money for. Bill would like a 

clearer explanation on how to use the money and when they retire that they 
can still use that money for qualified medical claims, but they can’t back bill 

or future bill. Fern offers that there should be specific examples listed, as 
they may not know cosmetic dental services are not covered. Bill says it will 

cover a lot of things but you still have certain restrictions for an HRA. Fern 
asks about glasses and vision care. Bill confirms you can. Leo says they will 

check the WageWorks link, which should be shared, as the rules for 

everyone are the same. Bill says when the link is included to make sure it is 
the correct one, as there is a different one if you google it. Bill says they 

used to have to call the district for help setting up but they should be walked 
through it now. Mirna points out there is a link on the contacts page 

currently and asks if it is correct. Bill does not believe it is the correct one 
and it needs to be updated. Bill continues it will eventually be included on a 

presentation on how to best utilize their HRA because the card is actually the 
least effective way to use the account since substantiation is often required 
later.  

Leila says the Medicare waiver notice is confusing the way it is worded and 

worried people will think they do not have the coverage through LACCD. Bill 
clarifies to waiver should not actually be in the retiree newsletter because it 

only applies when you are over 65 and still working. Leila adds that the 
important note on the covers might want to suggest people on those two 

plans see if their doctor is on another plan to help steer them away from 
those plans. Rachel says that was also suggested last time but Bill did not 

want to go that in depth yet. Bill explains the problem is CalPERS is creating 
a way to search for providers across all plans but it is not ready yet. After 

further discussion, it is decided it will be in the fall newsletter when they can 
actually change their plans.  

Celena share that she has been taking advantage of the Public Service Loan 
Forgiveness Program where people only have to pay ten years of their 
student loans and would like to include the information in the fall newsletter.  

Mercedes says there are also changes to the law regarding adjunct faculty 
and the number of hours required for benefits. Bill says that can be included 

in the fall as it is too big of a change right now. Mercedes says she will 
provide the link to the calculation changes.  
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Bill asks if Leo and his staff has provided notes already. Leo says they should 
be able to provide the last of it by the end of today.  

Ruby wants to clarify that the active enrollees receive the newsletter via 

email, as she has received some questions. Bill adds the mailing will go out 
early February via US Mail for adjuncts and retirees. Leila shares that many 

people do receive the email, but do not read it. Bill says in an email, it 
doesn’t look exactly like the ones we have in the meeting, depending on 
what sort of device you are reading it on so they may not recognize it.  

Bill asks if there are ready to approve pending the changes discussed today. 

Katrelia says she does have some updates regarding the EAP and marathon 
she will send directly to Rachel. Bill asks when it need to be approved by. 

Rachel says this is the last hard copy draft but they can make the changes 
discussed and send it out again in an email, as it needs to go to the printers 

before the meeting in January. Bill asks for motion to approve newsletters as 
they are with the noted changes. The motion passes.  

B. HRA Termination Question 

Bill asks for copies to be made of the Health Reimbursement Agreement for 
everyone to review. Bill begins with the background information that some 

retirees have been terminated from the plan when they retired and therefore 
lost access to their HRA funds. Bill further explains that Gallagher reached 

out to WageWorks to find out what happened and were told by WageWorks 
that the simply terminate those they are told to by the District. Bill continues 

that the question then becomes, why the District is sending them notice that 
they are terminated. Bill says through this process they found the document 

that lays out the agreement with rules and regulations with WageWorks. Bill 

explains that they need to define what termination means, because he 
believes it should only be used maybe when someone is terminated with 

cause or dies. Bill says this money should go with you, even if you leave the 
district or retire. Bill continues that it has never been clearly defined whether 

or not you take the account with you when you are fired with cause. Bill 
summarizes by saying it will be subject to negotiation because they have to 

define what it means to be terminated. Bills adds that they have not found 
out who sent the file over with the retirees terminated. Leila says her 

understanding was you had to retire, which is why the trustees do not get an 
HRA after their assignment finishes, but she does not know where those 

rules are set in place. Bills says it has not been defined well because it has 
be communicated that the money is theirs. Ruby asks why they cannot be 

sent to WageWorks as “retired” or “terminated-retired” to let WageWorks 
know the HRA is still theirs. Mercedes explains that the issue is with the way 

termination is defined and how they are coded. Bill agrees it is an issue with 

the coding and how the file is sent to WageWorks and they have to get the 
money back for the people who retired.  
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Bruce says this issue is affecting more than just people who retire, but also 
people who have resigned. Bill agrees and explains the benefit was promised 

as salary and as your money. Bill continues the belief was that the money 
would go with you if you decided to leave and work somewhere else. Bill 

says as part of negotiations they have to clarify what terminated means, and 
JLMBC would be the best group to determine what it means.  

Fern shares that she was on the negotiation team (2009 – 2010) and the 

idea behind retires taking the money with the HRA is because you make less 
money as a retiree, so if you need it, it will be there. Fern says that’s how 

she found out because she had to make a medical purchase and then was 

told it was gone. Bill reassures she will get it back and Fern says she has 
received it back now. Leila says she doesn’t believe it was ever intended to 

be a salary but rather was to help with the fact that they would now have 
more expenses in terms of copays and other expenses that were not there 

when they were self-insured. Bill says it does go with you and it is 
considered compensation as that’s how the IRS looks at it, but it does have 

restrictions on how it can be spent. Bill summaries again that the only 
question remains, how do they want to define terminated. Bill adds that 

operations will then have to figure out how to code and send the file. Leo 
asks if it was bargained for as part of the collective bargaining agreement. 

Bill says it was, but he doesn’t know where the document came from. Leila 
says it is from when they went to CalPERS. Leo asks if it something they 

want to incorporate. Bill says it will be included in the new one but he is 
trying to get some information on what they think terminate means. Leo 

says if it needs to change, now is the time. Bill agrees now is the time 

because he will need to bring it to the labor caucus to put it in the contract 
to define it.  

Bill says the consensus seems to be if you retire you are not terminated. Bill 

continues the only two he would consider is if you die, it’s kind of 
terminated, however if your spouse lives on, they can still use it. Fern offers 

that you cannot leave anything up to interpretation. Bill says the only 
question is if they want to use it as a sort of punishment that you lose it if 

you are fired with cause. Fern points out that it is 100% employer 
contribution, not like a pension where you put your percentage in. Bill replies 

that it is considered compensation though and it is no longer considered the 

employers money; it is put into a trust and they can’t touch it. Bill explains 
this is why the District wants to make it more like the FSA, so that if you 

don’t use it, the money is returned. Bill continues that faculty are generally 
the ones that don’t use it and are saving it for retirement.  

Bill summaries that the consensus seems to be only if you die do you lose 

the HRA. Bruce wants to know the process for changing this. Bill says it 
doesn’t need to be changed, just more clearly defined. Bruce clarifies he 

wants to know how the people who lost their money get it back. Bill says 
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they give it back to them. Leo says they will have to discuss with 
WageWorks, as it is federally protected money. Bill says it’s not gone, it’s 

still in the trust; WageWorks just has to identify it. Leo continues that a law 
will be broken and make the money taxable if you give it back when you 

take it out of the HRA. Leo explains he can ask WageWorks what is okay if 
Bill explains what they are contemplating doing. Bill says the issue here is 

someone send a file from the District to WageWorks where a great number 
of retirees were coded as terminated. Leo says that can be undone. Bill says 

that is really all that is being discussed. Leo says that is no problem and 
explains giving status back is within their ability, but not giving money back. 

Bill explains they are not giving money back, they are simply re-establishing 
access to the money that should already be there. Leo understands and 

explains he was confused on the wording. Leo says they will want to know 
what rule they are following to re-establish access. Ruby says it’s clearly a 

mistake on the Districts part for sending the file with the wrong coding. Bill 

agrees and says the weird part is, it wasn’t all that were incorrectly 
terminated and they need to figure out how many were affected. Leo says 

they can have a technical discussion later and Bill can tell him what to look 
for. Fern adds that when she went to the board in October she requested 

that a letter be sent to all the retirees telling them to check their HRA 
accounts and make sure they still had access and they agreed. Fern 

continues that you do not know how many people thought they had money, 
were turned away and didn’t fight for it. Bill would like to make a 

recommendation that there’s an audit to figure out who was terminated. 
Fern offers that you still won’t know who has been turned away. Bill explains 

that once they know who has been affected, they can send out a notice to 
them. Bill continues that to put it on them to go check, doesn’t seem right. 

Bruce agrees it is the committee’s responsibility. Bill adds that they just 
need to audit it to find out what happened. Bill continues that it may be 

everybody or a handful or so. Leo asks if Bill has any idea how many they 

are looking at. Bill says his best guess was they terminated all the retirees, 
as he has heard from about 100 so far. Bruce clarifies “terminate” was 

applied to all non-active. Bill confirms. Mercedes shares that the same thing 
happened at her old job and it really comes back down to “what is a 

termination” since there are so many things that could happen, but the 
computer system only has active or terminated.  

Bruce wants to know if the audit can be completed. Bill says there is a 

motion for the audit, which is seconded. Leo says what he will ask 
WageWorks for is all denied claims and why, to get an idea of who to 
contact.  

Wellness Report 

A. Wellness Engagement Provider 
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Katrelia says she had planned to bring information concerning scope of 
service to get someone to help with wellness engagement process for the 

district, however she was not able to find a clear scope. Katrelia says she 
will have an update next month. Katrelia says they have discussed going out 

for a wellness engagement provider a few times over the last couple years 
but wants to make sure they have more clear scope of services.  

B. Wellness Activities 

Katrelia passes out a flyer for financial wellness seminars. Katrelia says they 
didn’t get a great pull from MHN services that were provided but she found 

out there is an official credit union for the District, which is Schools Federal 
Credit Union. Katrelia connected with them and they agreed to become the 

financial wellness educator and to provide a series of trainings to their 
employees. Katrelia says there are still two workshops left and they have 

been received very well with wonderful feedback. Katrelia is looking forward 
to an ongoing partnership with the credit union. Katrelia also shares that she 

found out the credit union was founded in 1939 specifically for classified 
employees. Katrelia is excited for the opportunities to come from the 
partnership and continued qualified trainings.  

Katrelia says they are trying to set up the online enrollment to build the 

team for the LA Marathon in March. May Dubois will again help train runners. 
Katrelia says they will again be holding the virtual marathon, which West LA 

won last year. Katrelia continues there is a possibility of Providence Health 
and Services offer nutrition and fitness camp trainings as well, but that is 

still in the works. Katrelia says they will also hold running camps on Monday 
and Thursday evenings, rotating between the colleges that will agree. Ruby 

asks if retirees can join and Katrelia says certainly, as they are trying to get 
everyone involved. Katrelia shares that the student trustee and senate are 
all on board as well.  

Constituency Reports 

A. Retirees 

Leila shares her concern that only 1521A retirees will be reimbursed for the 
premiums deducted for their healthcare for 12 months and everyone else 

gets 4 months, as they are the ones who filed the grievance. Mercedes 
confirms that is correct at this time and that Dr. Roman has been made 

aware. Mercedes says she will confirm any other actions once he returns. 
Fern says she was part of the conversation and he said that at least for last 

year, those premiums would be returned. Mercedes said they will be 
following up once Dr. Roman gets back.  

Joanne is concerned that business decisions and mistakes like the HRA file 

are being made outside of the JLMBC. Joanne is trying to think of how to 

stop this from happening. Leo addresses the file saying it was an error, not a 
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decision that was made. Joanne says someone knew what they were coding. 
Leo disagrees saying the coding limitations are terrible and does not reflect 

the various shades of status the District has. It is either active or terminated 
from the plan. Leo says that is fixable but Joanne is correct about the rest. 

Bill would like it made clear to Albert that the committee should have been 
made known of the grievances, what was possible to happen, even during 

closed session. Bill says the there is a master benefits agreement that is 
supposed to apply to everyone. Ruby clarifies that is should have been filed 

as a joint grievance, not just for 1521A, it’s all the retirees. Fern wants to 
know who made the decision that 1521A would get the money back for 12 

months but the others wouldn’t. Bill says it was part of the grievance. Fern 
clarifies her question by asking if in the remedy it said only 1521A would get 

the 12 months. Ruby says it was before her time but she was a part of the 
final grievance which received a response form LACCD and that was the 

response. Fern asks if in the response it said only 1521A would get the 

money back. Ruby said it was only addressed to 1521A. Ruby continues if 
she had been there prior to the filing, it would have been brought to the 

committee to file a join grievance. Bill says it would have been to either this 
committee or brought to the labor caucus. Bruce says the short-falls had 

been identified and addressed as a group here. Bill explains that it wasn’t 
clear it had been a problem beyond the last four months when it was initially 

addressed. Bill goes on that as they learned more, it became clear that it 
went back to the beginning of the year and even one year prior. Bruce says 

he is confident that as a group it will be addressed and come to a resolution 
that addresses everyone. Leila suggests the group could make a motion to 

be addressed that way by management. Bruce motions to make everyone 
whole. Joanne seconds. Ruby says now as the administrator they did have a 

member sitting on the committee that should have brought it to the 
attention of the body but as it wasn’t and she now understands that benefits 
are negotiated collectively, it will not happen again.  

Bill asks for further discussion on the motion to make everyone whole. 

Joseph Cartwright clarifies and summaries by saying that the committee is 
moving to have the same remedy that 1521A was given in their recent 

grievance. Joseph Cartwright adds that they are not asking to go back two 
years, but just the one year that was given that 1521A. Many on the 

committee disagree with this. Bill clarifies, they are asking to go back to the 
beginning of the fault. Fern says even though 1521A filed a grievance and 

got a remedy, this group is putting forth a make everyone whole, which 
would also apply to 1521A because we negotiate as a group. Bill confirms. 

Leila adds because it is known that certain individuals were already being 

made whole before this time and then it began hitting more individuals. Leila 
admits that is the way they wrote it and it’s being interpreted correctly, it 

just isn’t working the way they hoped it would. Bruce says they addressed it 
collectively and he thought they were collective in their approach for how 
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they would resolve it, so he didn’t know about the grievance. Bill adds that 
he didn’t know about it until he received it in an email. Joanne explains this 

is why she is concerned there are decisions being made that are in violation 
of the master benefit agreement. Bill agrees that the major concern is that it 

needs to come to the committee. Bill says this is why someone from the 
administration side needs to show up and share that information.        

B. Actives 

Bill says Claudette should be added as a resource to the minutes under 
SEIU. Leila says she should also be listed as a resource. 

C. Adjuncts 

None 

Closed Session 

None 

Discussion from the Floor 

None 

Action Items 

None 

Public Comments 

None 

 

The meeting adjourned at 10:42 AM. 

 

Motions Summary for December 

Topic Motion Decision 

Spring 2020 Newsletters 
Approve with the noted 

changes 
Passed 

HRA Audit 

Work with WageWorks to 

audit how many people 

were incorrectly coded as 

terminated 

Passed 

Retiree Premium Pay Back 

Make all retirees whole, 

form the time the error 

began 

Passed 

 


